yet he endeavors to pull as many after him as possible. He reasons, studies, deliberates, and in short, he appeals to all the \textit{principles} to prove the cause right and principles. But for humanity, some of the men of genius, the giants of the race have been found in this cal-

descent.

They were gigantic minds, and their sublime thought, which should call down thunder and the flames of heaven, again defeated, if heaven could not in man and man's research would dignify do more than admire.

What an illusory example of misdirected thought, and misguided ambition does the \textit{French Revolution}, and its fanatical prospects, and how clearly are the dangers exposed into which men of thought liable to many proffered, by this memorable crisis. Those so-called reformers, those free thinkers, were the prime movers of the Revolution, not only of the political, but the social, moral, and domestic. Those your bound men of thought were not satisfied with overturning the established form of government, but they invaded every branch of society and corrupted